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TEG Risk & Sustainability  
(TEG Risk) is a world class 
machine safety consultancy

TEG RISK

We know how critical machine reliability is to the 
success of manufacturing operations. Our team is made 
up of industry leaders committed to making sure that 
when it comes to ensuring the reliability of your plant, 
you’ll receive excellent practical advice and solutions.

We are a subsidiary of the Technical Engineering Group 
and support leading manufacturing companies in New 
Zealand, Australia, the Pacific and the Middle East from 
our offices in Wellington, Auckland and Brisbane.

TEG Risk is a member of the Association of Consulting 
Engineers of NZ which means we follow a code of ethics, 
have a quality system and will provide truly independent 
advice so that you can be assured that you receive cost 
effective and compliant solutions.
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Our clients can expect world 
class service in terms of quality, 
in terms of trusted advice and in 
terms of practical solutions

OUR RELATIONSHIP WITH OUR CLIENTS

We work collaboratively with our clients to assess their 
requirements and then tailor our solutions to meet the 
standards of today’s increasingly complex regulatory 
environment and the needs of your organisation.

We’re not interested in calling in, writing a report  
and heading off again. That’s not the TEG Risk way.  
We’re interested in lasting relationships that produce 
long-term results.
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Machine reliability is all about  
ensuring maximum up-time meaning 
less intervention is required for the 
smooth running of your equipment

MACHINE RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

Improving reliability is one of the most proactive 
measures you can take to improve the overall running 
of your plant and equipment. 

We’ll work with you to determine if the machines are:

Running fine currently - in which case we want to  
make sure they are looked after in terms of scheduled 
and periodic maintenance, so they don’t start to  
cause problems.

Causing problems - and if so, work to identify what is  
causing the issue and put a plan in place to address this.

Where to start

The single biggest issue our clients face is not knowing 
what to focus on first. We’ll work with you to understand 
where your production losses, costs and risks lie. 

That way we can customise an offering to help you look 
after your equipment so it lasts longer and develop 
solutions to address those production and cost losses.
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 Benefits of reliability

Almost all KPIs on a site improve with reliability improvements. Your equipment will last longer 
resulting in many benefits:

Fewer breakdowns = increased throughput

Fewer planned shutdowns = increased throughput

Less need for repair = lower labour requirements as required maintenance intervention lowers 
(or provides an opportunity to refocus on other improvement tasks)

Less need for repair, fewer parts required in stores = lower inventory volume and inventory costs

Equipment lasting longer = longer period to capital overhaul/replacement 

Fewer interventions in the machine = less frequent exposure to hazards

  Benefits of maintenance

While reliability gives the higher overall gain by reducing the frequency of repairs, improvements 
in the maintenance practices of the repairs adds additional value by allowing you to:

Fix things faster meaning production starts back sooner = increased throughput

Undertake better inspections so you can catch potential issues and repair them in a planned fashion 
instead of a breakdown = machine running again sooner and increased throughput

Undertake faster repairs meaning lower labour costs (but this is offset by more inspections)  
= maintenance labour cost remains static

Note: just focussing on repairs means frequency of failure stays the same = maintenance parts cost 
stays the same and inventory levels/ costs stay the same(or increases with inflation)

MACHINE RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENTS



Site Assessment 

One-two days onsite assessment to evaluate the 
condition of your equipment, workshops and stores, 
as well as the effectiveness of your reliability and 
maintenance practices. 

This will allow prioritisation of improvement tasks 
which will add the most value to your site. 
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What we offer

TEG RISK SERVICES

“  TEG Risk provides 
practical, pragmatic 
solutions to machine 
reliability problems.”

Business Loss Analysis 

Going into more detail than the site assessment,  
our business loss analysis helps develop an 
understanding of all issues affecting company profit 
including operations and maintenance costs,  
machine performance and personnel efficiency. 

Companies often struggle to identify the largest  
issues affecting the business, and personnel  
often concentrate on the obvious current issues,  
while the largest issues affecting the entire  
business go unaddressed. 

Our loss analysis leads to the development of  
a more efficient improvement plan that targets  
individual site objectives.
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TEG RISK SERVICES

Manufacturing Analysis 

Manufacturing sites can be very complex with not 
only interactions between machines, but different 
interactions when different product is running.  
For this reason, it can be difficult to know accurately 
what is going to happen to production when a specific 
change is made. 

Frequently, predicted gains are not realised as the 
change simply moves the issue elsewhere in the 
business. For this reason, our programs include:

Machine performance analysis to understand overall 
equipment effectiveness – availability, speed and 
quality performance multiplied together. For example, 
you can increase availability, but if the speed of the 
machine reduces as a result, you have no nett gain  
in production.

Bottleneck analysis to understand the impact to 
overall production from improving each machine.

Loss analysis which not only addresses the largest 
machine issues, but issues impacting all machines 
(e.g. improving bearing life improves all rotating 
equipment in all departments).

Return on investment development to show when 
value from focus areas will be realised.

Follow-up to show the predicted gains were realised.

Maintenance Plan Reviews  

You need to know that your equipment management 
is cost effective. We look at the way equipment can fail 
(failure modes) and allocate one or more strategies  
(in order of preference).

Design out the failure mode so it won’t happen,  
or will take longer to fail.

Preventive maintenance – lubrication, cleanliness, 
adjustment – looking after the equipment so they last 
as long as possible.

Condition monitoring – obtain warning something may 
happen and plan a repair.

Fixed term replacement/repair – based on certain 
failure behaviour, it may be more most cost effective 
to just replace your equipment/components at a given 
frequency (e.g. filters and oil on small gearboxes).

Operate to failure – 30% of all failure modes will end up 
here (e.g. most electrical failure modes) but we can put 
a plan in place and be ready when it does.

What we offer

(Proactive Reliability)
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Precision Maintenance  

The majority of components do not reach their design 
life because of the way they are managed and used. 
Doing things right will give the maximum realistic 
component life. Longer machine life means fewer 
breakdowns, fewer planned maintenance outages, 
lower material costs, lower labour costs and higher 
labour availability. 

Our precision maintenance program identifies the  
most cost-effective actions relating to: 

Component storage – accepting good quality,  
correct storage, lubrication and turning during storage, 
first in first out, age monitoring, correct transportation  
(e.g. motors or pumps with bearings).

Maintenance precision – ensuring quality installation of 
machines and components – tolerances, keeping things 
clean during installation, correct tools and methods, 
initial lubrication of components, torqueing bolts etc.

Lubrication – ensuring all aspects of lubrication from 
storage, filtering, cleanliness, lubrication frequencies 
etc are correct to ensure machines are getting sufficient 
clean lubrications.

Contamination control – contamination can be like 
a grinding powder in the machines, wearing it out 
long before the design life. We ensure cost effective 
strategies are in place to prevent contamination from 
entering or are removed. 

Root Cause Analysis 

When issues are analysed, it can be difficult to confirm 
if the true causes are found, and very few companies 
check afterward if they achieved the value that was 
predicted. Issues are never caused by only one factor, 
and often investigations miss the common issues 
resulting in multiple failures. 

We have a comprehensive root cause analysis process 
which shows what factors were considered and how 
specific causes were confirmed. 

Our solution evaluation process ensures the most 
appropriate solution is chosen and we verify the  
solution resulted in the predicted return. 

OTHER SERVICES

Machine reliability is one of many 
services TEG Risk supplies to the 
manufacturing industry

We offer raft of machine safety  
solutions including risk assessment, solutions design, 
implementation, and verification/validation.

Get in touch to find out more:  
infor@tegrisk.co.nz  
Or give us a call on 0800 625 582. 
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“  TEG Risk provides 
practical, pragmatic 
solutions to machine 
reliability problems.”
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Barry Kleine  
ENGINEERING TEAM LEADER

Charles Webb  
SAFETY ENGINEER

Experience:

Barry is an equipment reliability professional 
with over 30 years of experience in equipment 
and safety performance. He has undertaken 
several senior reliability roles in multi-national 
corporations, including time as the Global 
Reliability Manager for ABB. 

Barry’s success in international roles comes 
from is hands-on background, coupled with his 
systematic, detailed approach to solutions. 

Barry is a meticulous expert in the identification 
of site issues, prioritising to get the fastest 
results and applying world-class processes in a 
practical, functional and cost-effective manner. 

Qualifications:

• BE (Mech)

• CMSE® – Certified Machine Safety Expert  
(TÜV Nord)

• NZCE (Mech)

• Advanced Trade Fitting Turning  
and Machining

Experience:

Charles has been undertaking machine safety 
risk assessments, design and specification work 
in the meat, dairy and packaging sectors since 
joining TEG Risk.

His experience includes the design engineering 
of bag filling machines, providing him with 
expertise in machine operations and safety. 

He has also had senior roles in maintenance and 
contract design engineering.

Qualifications:

• Bachelor of Engineering Technology 
(Mechatronics) – Manukau Institute  
of Technology

• CMSE® – Certified Machine Safety Expert  
(TÜV Nord)

• Registered Electrical Service Technician

• Nat. Cert. Maintenance & Diagnostics,  
Mech. Eng

TEG Risk has a highly trained team 
of machine safety specialists

OUR PEOPLE



GET IN TOUCH

To find out more about TEG Risk, contact:
Hamish Baker  
Director and Senior SH&E Manager

P. +64 21 910 939   E. hamish.baker@tegrisk.co.nz

Or visit www.tegrisk.co.nz


